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The sensitivity of multiple quantum NMR transitions to magnetic field inhomogeneity and the relative phases
and amplitudes of multiple quantum lines are discussed. The technique of total spin coherence transfer echo
spectroscopy (TSCI'ES) is described and experimentally demonstrated. The TSCTES method allows multiple
quantum spectra to be obtained which are free of inhomogeneOus magnet broadening. yet remain sensitive to
spin-5pin couplings and chemical shift differences. The method takes advantage of the properties of the total
spin coherence. the unique transition between the extreme eigenstates of a coupled spin system. Experimental
results are reported for partially oriented acetaldehyde and are analyzed in terms of irreducible tensor
operators. Limitations on the method and extensions to heteronuc1ear spin systems are also discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

N

A. Problems with existing multiple quantum methods
The development over the last few years of time domain multiple quantum NMR has made practical the observation of all possible transitions in many systems
of coupled spins. The applications of this technique
have been reviewed1• 2 and include the analysis of molecular structure and ordering in anisotropic phases3- 5
and the characterization of spin relaxation mechanisms. 8 - 8 Several problems arise in the practice of
this method which complicate the interpretation of the
spectra and limit the accuracy of the information which
can be extracted.

1. Multiple quantum spin echo experiments
The first group of problems arises from the sensitivity
of multiple quantum transitions to broadening by inhomogeneities of the magnetic field over the sample volume.
Since this contribution to the linewidth is proportional
to the order of the transition n, v it can be resolution
limiting even in situations where it is negligible in the
single quantum spectrum. This has led to the incorporation of selective10 Or nonselectivell ,12 IT pulses at
the midpoint (t1/2) of the multiple quantum evolution
period in order to create a spin echo at time t1 • While
such an echo does effectively remove inhomogeneous
broadening, it creates new difficulties.
In order to understand these difficulties, consider the
Hamiltonian for a spin system consisting of N coupled
protons (I spins). Examples of such a system include
an organic molecule in isotropic solution Or diSSOlved
in a liquid crystalline solvent, or as guest in a deuterated crystalline host. The spin Hamiltonian is
(1)

The first term is the Zeeman interaction of the spins
with the external magnetic field. In the resonant rotating
frame, defined such that the sum of the individual chemical shifts
is zero, it is given by
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with w (r)dr =0 and ~w equal to the offset from the
average resonance frequency. The seeond and third
terms in Eq. (1) are the direct and indirect couplings,
respectively, among the I spins
(3a)
X.r =-

L: Jull 'I
i<J

J •

(3b)

In isotropiC solutions, the direct dipolar couplings of
Eq. (3a) are averaged to zero.
Figure 1 illustrates the source of the problems created
by a IT pulse at (t1 /2). On the left, the prepared spin
density operator eXisting during the first half of the
evolution is depicted, for simplicity, by two arrows
representing coherent superpositions of the connected
eigenstates. After the IT pulse, one of the two pictures
on the right applies, depending on whether or not

[x, X'] =0,

(4)

where
X'

=exp (ilTly) X

exp (- ilT~) •

(5)

:;C is obtained from X by simply reversing the signs of
all of the Zeeman terms.
The commutator [Eq. (4)] vanishes or is negligible
when the chemical shift differences among the spins are
zero or negligible compared to the resolution. The
commutator also vanishes in the other extreme of weak
coupling, where the chemical shift differences are much
greater than the couplings between spins, so that mutual
spin-flip terms may be dropped from X. In either of
these cases, Fig. 1(b) applies after the 1T pulse. There
is a one-to-one correspondence between coherences
present before and after the IT pulse. In such cases, an
average Hamiltonian13 - 15

(6)
accurately accounts for the spectrum observed by
Fourier transformation of the signal with respect to t1 •
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2. Relative amplitudes and phases of multiple Quantum
lines
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FIG.!. Coherence transfer due to a 11' pulse. (a) Two coherences existing before the 11' pulse are indicated by the single
and double arrows. (b) When the spin Hamiltonians Je and Je'
[Eq. (5)] commute, the pulse transfers each coherence to a
single other coherence between states of opposite Zeeman
quantum numbers. (c) When [Je,Je'),. D, the situation is more
complicated. Several coherences arise from each of those
present before the 11' pulse. This leads to a spectrum of many
lines, at frequencies which are averages of those occurring
before and after the 11' pulse. [By permission from D. P.
Weitekamp, Adv. Magn. Reson. 11, 111 (1983)).

This spectrum is free of all Zeeman terms. In liquids
such a limit is referred to as J spectroscopy; 16 in
anisotropic systems it has been used to describe multiple quantum echo spectral1 ,12 of systems with small or
zero chemical shifts. If the goal is to measure spinspin couplings, this situation is satisfactory. However,
the removal of inhomogeneous broadening has been
gained at the expense of chemical shift information.
This information may be of intrinsic interest or may
at least be an aid to line assignment, particularly in
liquids.
The situation is different when the commutator [Eq.
(4)] is not negligible. This situation results when the
chemical shift differences and spin-spin couplings are
of comparable magnitude. In this case, the density
operator after the 7T pulse is represented by Fig. l(c).
From each coherence of order n =AM originally prepared, there may be a transfer to several coherences
of order - n. The resulting spectrum cannot be characterized by an average Hamiltonian and, in fact, contains more Fourier components than would be expected
from any plausible energy level diagram. The Observed
line positions are at the averages of pairs of those frequencies which would be observed in a perfect magnet
without a 7T pulse.
Such a spectrum is relatively insensitive to the chemical shift differences, though they do enter into the line
pOsitions in an attenuated form. More troublesome is
that the plethora of lines created complicates spectral
analysis and reduces resolution. The line intensities
of such echo spectra have been calculated for single
quantum spectra17- 20 of some small spin systems and
the extension of this calculation to multiple quantum
spectra generally poses no special problems. 19.21

For simple excitation sequences, the calculation of
multiple quantum spectra has been obtained analytically2.9.19 Or has been programmed, 21.22 but in general
this is not possible. This is because the nature of the
multiple quantum experiment introduces a second set
of problems which are independent of any complications
introduced by the 7T pulse. Since the spin systems which
one hopes to study using multiple quantum NMR are, in
general, larger than in the single quantum experiment,
corresponding calculations become lengthier. A more
fundamental difficulty, though, is that the calculation
requires an exact treatment of the excitation (preparation and mixing) periods, which may be not merely
complex, but also to some extent unspecified, because
of the unknown details of pulse imperfections. Any
simulation of intensities then involves unknowns in addition to the parameters of the internal Hamiltonian.
Statistical approaches have been discussed,22 but are
not entirely satisfactory, giving only a qualitative picture of the overall intensity distribution. More desirable is an experiment which admits of exact and rapid
calculations of relative line intensities, since these
are a great aid in spectral analysis.
A final problem with multiple quantum spectra is that
the line amplitudes generally are complex numbers with
random phases. For this reason, the usual practice is
to present magnitude spectra, which decreases somewhat the ability to resolve nearby lines.

B. Coherence transfer echoes and the total spin
coherence
At the heart of our solution to these problems is the
phenomenon of the coherence transfer echo. 23-25 In
contrast to the conventional Hahn spin echo,26 the coherence transfer echo involves a change in the magnitude of the order of coherence before and after the
echo pulse. This effect has been demonstrated for a
system of several protons 25 and used to suppress the
signal from all but one order of coherence. 27-29
The method of total spin coherence transfer echo
spectroscopy (TSCTES) uses this phenomenon to produce pure absorption-phase multiple quantum spectra
with homogeneous linewidths for any order n. The line
positions for a system of coupled spins are the same as
would be obtained in a perfectly homogeneous magnet.
The relative line intensities are calculable from the
eigenvectors of the internal Hamiltonian and are independent of the excitation dynamics. ThUS, this version of multiple quantum NMR eliminates all three of
the aforementioned problems.
These advantages are possible due to the unique propperties of the total spin coherence, defined as the coherent superposition of the extreme eigenstates of a
coupled spin system. This transition corresponds to
the simultaneous flipping of all spins from down to up.
Its operator may be written in bracket notation or as
a product of single spin operators. For any system of
N spin-1 nuclei, these forms are
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FIG. 2. (a) Generalized schematic diagram of the TSCTES experiment. The propagator U excites the total spin coherence, which
evolves for a time Intt/N). This coherence is transferred to -n-quantum coherence by the pulse or sequence of pulses W. Free
evolution of the system results in the formation of an echo at time t 1 • For n ;o! 1, a mixing period, characterized by the propagator V, transfers multiple quantum coherence into observable single quantum signal, which is sampled during the time period t 2 •
Fourier transformation with respect to tl gives a homogeneous -n-quantum spectrum. (b) Single quantum In = 1) TSCTES pulse
sequence. The total spin coherence is prepared by a three-pulse sequence with 7' chosen by parameter proportional phase incrementation (PPPI) (Ref. 33). The propagator V is omitted because single quantum coherence is directly observable. Choice of
the rf nutation angle 61 is discussed in Sec. IV B. (c) Simple multiple quantum TSCT ES pulse sequence. The application of a
pulsed magnetic field gradient (cross-hatched areas) serves to select out only that signal resulting from coherence which is -nquantum during t 1 • In the present experiments, the static magnetic field homogeneity was such that no extra gradient was required. (d) Phased-line multiple quantum TSCTES pulse sequence. Coherence which is -n-quantum during tl is channeled back
through the total spin coherence by the second 61 pulse before mixing to single quantum. CTEF discriminates against non-Nquantum coherence, while TPPI is required to separate out signals originating as different multiple quantum coherences, as described in the text.

( 7)

The total spin coherence is one example of a spin inversion transition. Such a transition connects eigenstates
related to one another by replacing all individual spin
states I i3) by I (1) and I (1) by 1m.
Due to the bilinear nature of spin-spin couplings, coherences between spin inversion pairs commute with
JeD and JeJ and thus evolve independently of both. 2 In
addition, the total spin coherence [Eq. (7)] commutes
with all chemical shift differences. Thus the total spin
coherence evolves independently of all terms in the spin
Hamiltonian except for the inhomogeneous and homogeneous Zeeman terms in Eq. (2), which are proportional to I.. It is this property which forms the basis
of TSCTES experiments.
C. Generalized total spin coherence transfer echo

spectroscopy experiment
A generalized schematic diagram of the TSCTES experiment is shown in Fig. 2(a).30 The propagator U
acts on the equilibrium density matrix I. to prepare
total spin coherence. Although it is possible to employ
selective excitation methods31 to prepare this coherence,
the propagator U will, in general, excite other multiple
quantum orders as well. Means of suppressing that
signal which does not originate as total spin coherence
will be discussed below. Presently, we consider a
system of N spin-i nuclei and focus on the evolution of

the N-quantum coherence, whose coefficient is the density matrix element PNI2, -NI2'
As mentioned above, the total spin coherence is only
sensitive to the sum over the coupled spins of the
Zeeman interaction. This N-quantum coherence evolves
freely for a time (nt1/ N), where - n is the order of the
desired spectrum (1::S n::S N). The linear dependence of
dephasing rate on multiple quantum order causes
PNI2,-NI2 to accumulate a total phase factor of
exp{+ iN[w (r)+ ~w ](nit/ N)} =exp{+ in [w(r) + ~w ]t1} during
this time. Following this free evolution, a transfer of
coherence takes place under the action of the homogeneous propagator Wand the system evolves for an
additional time t1 at the frequencies of interest. For
lines of order - n, the accumulated phase factor during
tlJ exp{-in[w(r)+~w]t1}' just cancels the inhomogeneous dephasing and offset precession which occurred
during (nt/N), resulting in the formation of a coherence
transfer echo. 24,25 The only modulation of the amplitude
of this echo is due to the chemical shift differences and
spin couplings acting during t1 • Signal arising from coherence which is not N-quantum during time (nt1/N) and
-n-quantum during t1 decays rapidly due to the inhomogeneous Zeeman interaction - w (r) I •.
For n* 1, the echo modulation as a function of t1 is not
directly observable and the propagator V is required to
mix the multiple quantum coherence back to single quantum coherence, which appears as transverse magnetization sampled during t2 • Fourier transformation of the
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Larmor frequency. 32 The 7T pulses were typically 9 IJ.s
long. Sampling of transverse magnetization occurred
at time ~ =0 only.
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B. Transfer of total spin to single quantum coherence

~

The homogeneous single quantum TSCTES spectrum
shown in Fig. 3(b) was obtained with the pulse sequence
of Fig. 2(b). A preparation time favorable for the excitation of the total spin coherence was chosen using a
recently described experimental search procedure. 33
Figure 3(a) is the normal one pulse single quantum spectrum and serves to illustrate the inhomogeneity of the
static magnetic field. The simulation in Fig. 3(c) confirms the sensitivity of the TSCTES spectrum to spinspin couplings and chemical shift differences.
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FIG. 3. Single quantum proton spectra, presented in magnitude mode, of partially oriented acetaldehyde dissolved in
Eastman 15320 nematic liquid crystal. The sample used was
approximately 5 mm in diameter and 13 mm long. (a) The normal single-pulse Fourier transform spectrum, showing the
inhomogeneity of the magnetic field to be greater than 1 ppm.
(b) The single quantum TSCTES spectrum, obtained using the
pulse sequence of Fig. 2(b), is the average of three 4096-point
interferograms. These were collected with 7"=3.884 ms, ~1
=200 I-Is, 81 = 90°, and a recycle delay of 1 s. (c) The simulation of this ABs system with parameters J AB =2.8 Hz, DAB
=-179.0 Hz, DBB =458.6 Hz, and VAB=1360.9 Hz. Lines of E
symmetry are absent because they do not correlate with the
totally symmetric total spin coherence. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 30. Copyright 1981 American Chemical
Society .)

interferogram S(tl> t2 ), with respect to
homogeneous - n-quantum spectrum.

tl

yields the

D. Outline

In Sec. II, experimental spectra are presented for
each of the pulse sequences of Fig. 2. Section III contains a density operator formalism for calculating these
spectra and discusses the relative line amplitudes, including phase. In Sec. IV, the optimum line intensities
for the sequence of Fig. 2(d) are related to the equilibrium magnetization. Section V discusses limitations
on the applicability and information content of TSCTES.
Section VI summarizes and mentions extensions to
heteronuclear systems.
II. SPECTRA

A. Experimental
The experiments were performed on CHsCHO dissolved in the nematic liquid crystal p-octylphenyl-2chloro-4 (p-heptylbenzoyloxy) benzoate (Eastman 15320).
The temperature was regulated at 26. O± 0.1 °c. The
homebuilt spectrometer operates at 182 MHz proton

Figure 5(a) displays the single quantum TSCTES spectrum obtained with an initial value of t1 = O. In contrast
to the magnitude spectrum of Fig. 3(b), this spectrum
is presented in phase sensitive mode. All lines in this
spectrum are either absorptive or emissive. Both the
interesting phase property and the relative intensities
of these spectral lines will be discussed in Sec. IV.

C. Multiple quantum version
Figure 2(c) illustrates a pulse sequence used to collect
multiple quantum TSCTES interferograms. The method
of coherence transfer echo filtering (CTEF)27-29 is employed to select out only that coherence which was
- n-quantum during t1 • This coherence dephases at n
times the single quantum rate during the time T and,
following a (11/2) mixing pulse, rephases as observable
single quantum coherence. The coherence transfer echo
which forms after nT(~ =0) is sampled. Two- and
three-quantum spectra of oriented acetaldehyde obtained
using this pulse sequence are displayed in Fig. 4. Within the spectral resolution (- 2 Hz), all transition frequencies in these spectra are consistent with the internal
Hamiltonian parameters of Fig. 3.
Multiple quantum TSCTES spectra having phased
lines of easily calculable relative intensities are obtained with the pulse sequence of Fig. 2(d). In contrast
to the sequence in Fig. 2(c), coherence which spends
time tl as - n is transferred back to the total spin coherence before being mixed to observable signal. Here
CTEF serves to discriminate against coherence which
is not N-quantum during time T. In addition to CTEF,
a second "password" is required to separate out signal
which originates as total spin coherence. That additional discrimination is necessary is most easily seen
by considering a specific example.
Assume that the spectrum of interest is the twoquantum TSCTES spectrum of a four spin system. The
appropriate coherence transfer pathway may be schematically represented as

4~-2~4~-1

(8)

CTEF alone, however, cannot distinguish this desired
pathway from the following alternate route:

2!!..-1!!..4~-1 ,
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R(fl, rj» T; Kl (fJ, rj» =

(0)

:En' T,,', tf,,!,)n (fJ) exp [i (n - n')cp] ,
(11)

with R(fJ, rj»

=

exp (ifJI.) and I. =exp(- irj>I.) 4 exp(icpI.).

In all that follows it will be the magnitude of the coefficient d:,!:n(fJ) and not the phase factor exp[i(n-n')rj>]
which is important. Both factors will be common to
all lines of a given observed spectral order n. The
(b)

(a)

-2

-I

o

2

kHz

FIG. 4. Multiple quantum TSCTES spectra of partially
oriented acetaldehyde using the pulse sequence of Fig. 2(c).
Each magnitude spectrum is the average of two 4096-point
interferograms acquired with 7" = 3. 884 ms and a recycle delay
of 2.1 s. (a) The two-quantum spectrum shows a total of eight
lines. For this spectrum T = 9. 052 ms, ~1 = 160 /Js, and 81
= 120°. Only a portion of the total bandwidth is displayed. (b)
The three-quantum spectrum contains four lines and was collectedw1thT=5.564ms, ~1=200/Js, and 81 =139°.
(b)

which also leads to spectral lines that are free of inhomogeneous broadening. The characteristic modulation properties of multiple quantum coherences under
phase shifts of the rf irradiationl l ,12,34,35 can serve to
distinguish these two cases from one another. The
phased three-quantum spectrum of Fig. 5(b) was obtained using time proportional phase incrementation
(TPPI)11,12 as the second password. This results in a
clean separation of the signal contributions from the
two pathways [Eqs. (8) and (9)] into different spectral
regions.
-2

III. RELATIVE LINE AMPLITUDES

o

2

kHz

A. Tensor operators
In the following sections on intensity and relative
phase of TSCTES lines, it will prove useful to represent
multiple quantum coherences as irreducible tensor
operators. 11 An irreducible tensor operator of rank I
is defined36 to be a set of 2n + 1 operators T~ (- 1S n S l)
which transform under rotation according to
D(cr{3y) T': IT1 (cr{3y) =L T':,

-I

:n~!!n(cr{3y) ,

(10)

n'

where D(crj3y)=exp(iyI.) exp(i{3Iy)exp(icrI.) and the
:n~!!n (cr{3y) are elements of the Wigner rotation matrix
of rank I. Specifically, we shall be concerned with rotations due to rf pulses of nutation angle fJ and phase rj>.
This allows the definition in Eq. (10) to be simplified
to

FIG. 5. TSCTES spectra of partially oriented acetaldehyde,
displayed in phase-sensitive mode, acquired with 7" = 3. 884 ms
and a recycle delay of 2.1 s. (a) The single quantum TSCTES
spectrum shows all lines as either emissive or absorptive, as
discussed in Sec. III. The spectrum was collected using the
pulse sequence of Fig. 2(b) and is the average of three 4096point interferograms with .a.t1 = 200 /J S, 1t1)0 = 0, and 81 = 104 0 •
The line positions in the simulated stick spectrum are the same
as those in Fig. 3(c), the relative amplitudes being given by
Eq. (19). (1)) The three-quantum TSCTES spectrum collected
using the pulse sequence of Fig. 2(d). TPPI was used to separate signals originating from different mUltiple quantum orders. This spectrum is the average of four 8192-point interferograms with ~1 = 20 /J s, T = 2. 091 ms, 81 = 139 0 , and 82
= 104 0 . Line pOSitions in the simulated stick spectrum were
calculated using the spin-spin couplings and chemical shift
difference given in Fig. 3. Relative line amplitudes are given
by Eq. (21).
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former will enter into the efficiency of the experiment,
while the latter can be adjusted to unity by the choice
of the rf phase or by overall phase manipulation of the
complex data array.
The tensor operators are normalized just as are
outer products of normalized states. Thus

T:= /;><-;/

(12)

c.

(13)

For the single quantum experiment, the propagator
V is omitted because the - I-quantum coherence is directly observable during t 1 • Thus, I. ( - T - T) is
simply equal to I. and the intensity of a given line is
given by the product

and

B. The general form of the signals
In any NMR experiment, the measured signal is given
by the trace of (pI.), where p is the spin system density
operator and I. =Ix + iIy is the operator corresponding to
the components of transverse magnetization. We shall
first derive a general expression for the TSCTES signal
based upon the schematic diagram of Fig. 2(a), and then
consider the specific pulse sequences of Figs. 2(b) and
2(d).
We define the Hamiltonian JC1NT as
JC1NT= JC + [.a.w + w (r)]I. ,

(14)

the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) minus the homogeneous and
inhomogeneous Zeeman interactions. It is assumed
that TPPI in the preparation period and CTEF in the
mixing period are used to select the coherence transfer
pathway of interest. Along with the coherence transfer
echo formed at t1> the labeling of signal with these two
passwords allows us to determine the - n-quantum
TSCTES signal from the evolution under JC1NT of a density
matrix p(n) (r), which is given at t1 =0 by
p(n)(r) =PN/2.-N/2 (r) Tr( W

/;><-;1

t

W T:)T!

=PN/2'_N/2(r)d~~!n(e1) T_~.

(15a)
(15b)

In writing Eq. (15) we have assumed that Wis a single
strong y pulse. The phase is of no significant consequence here, but it will be important later that the
propagator W is independent of the system and can be
treated as a rotation operator.
The signal at t2
S.

=Tr

=0

may then be written as

exp (- iJC1NT t1 ) p(n) (r) exp (iJC1NT t1 ) 1.( - T' - T) ,
(16)

where the mixing period dynamics have been incorporated into the operator
I.(-r'-T)=Vt(r', T)(Ix+iIy)V(r',T).

sequence of Fig. 2(c), even the relative amplitudes depend on the mixing period. A review of this problem
can be found in Ref. 2. In the following sections, we
pursue the more useful situations where these relative
line amplitudes are independent of both preparation and
mixing dynamics.

(17)

Expanding Eq. (16) in the eigenbasis of 3CrNT gives the
signal as an interferogram in the variable t1:

(18)

The complex Fourier coefficient in front of each phase
factor exp (- iWjJ(1) becomes, upon Fourier transformation, the line amplitude at w 1 =- WiJ' In the general
sequence of the form of Fig. 2(a) and the particular

Relative single quantum line amplitudes

(19)
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (19) is the
coefficient of the total spin coherence prepared by the
propagator U( r). The second factor is a Wigner rotation matrix element, which expresses the efficiency
with which single quantum coherence is prepared from
the total spin coherence by a pulse of nutation angle e1 •
Optimal choice of this angle will be discussed in Sec.
IV B. These first two factors are common to all lines.
The third factor expresses the extent to which a particular transition i-j is represented in the resultant single
quantum operator T_~, while the final term is the normal
magnetic dipole detection period matrix element.
As demonstrated in Fig. 5(a), all of the TSCTES
single quantum lines are either absorptive or emissive.
In addition, the sum of the lines in this spectrum is
zero. Qualitatively this is easily understood. The
signal immediately following the transfer of coherence
W is rigorously zero, due to the orthogonality of Tt
and the detection operator I., which is a 111 tensor
operator component. The pOint t1 =0 in the interferogram therefore vanishes and, since this pOint is equal
to the integral of the resulting spectrum, the sum of the
spectral lines must be zero.
A quantitative treatment of relative line intensities
and phases requires examination of the final two terms
on the right-hand side of Eq. (19). The matrix elements
Vi I. I i) are, to within a common phase factor, all real,
as are the elements <il T_~ lj). Thus all of the lines
have, to within a sign, a common phase. For weakly
coupled systems the situation simplifies further. The
sign of each matrix element alternates as the Zeeman
quantum numbers Mj and M J are changed by one. Thus,
if the state I i) is taken as the initial state, the positive
and negative lines originate in two orthogonal subspaces.
This can be an aid in line assignment.
The simulation shown in the lower portion of Fig. 5(a)
is based upon Eq. (19). The matrices describing I. and
the rotated total spin coherence were calculated in the
eigenbasis of JC with the aid of a computer. The relative intensity and phase of each line was then determined by taking the product of appropriate matrix elements. The common factor PN/2.-N/2 (r) is discussed in
Sec. IVC.
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D. Relative multiple quantum line amplitudes

We turn now to the multiple quantum TSCTES pulse
sequence of Fig. 2(d). Here the mixing propagator V
channels - n -quantum coherence back through the total
spin coherence before the final mixing to detectable
single quantum signal. The mixing then has the same
purpose as the preparation: to interconvert total spin
coherence and magnetization. To emphasize this similarity we can define
P-N/2,N/2 ( - T'-

T)<= Tr

[I ~)<-~I

1+ (-

T' - T)],

>....
e;;
:z
....
....
!!:
....
:z

::::i

(20)
80'

145'

and write one coefficient of Eq. (18) for the sequence of
Fig. 2(d) as

pljl (T)[X H (- T' -

T)+ iYJi (-

=PN/2,-N/2 (T) P-N/2,N/2 (-

T' -

T)]

T' - T) [d<;''>_n (6 1 )]21 <il T!.lj) 12 •
(21)

....e;;
....
....
!!:
....:z
>-

The first three factors on the right-hand side are common to all lines of the chosen order. The first is the
coefficient of the total spin coherence in the prepared
density matrix P (T), the second the coefficient of this
same coherence in the "devolved" detection operator.
The last two factors are both nonnegative and real,
insuring that all lines will have a common phase. The
appropriate Wigner rotation matrix element comes into
Eq. (21) squared, because coherence is first transferred
from N-quantum to - n and then back. For the same
reason, the factor reflecting the extent to which the
i-j transition is represented in T! enters as the magnitude squared. As in the single quantum case, the
relative phases and intensities of all - n-quantum lines
are independent of the propagators U, V, and W.
To simulate the three-quantum TSCTES spectrum of
Fig. 5(b), the density matrix resulting from rotation
of the total spin coherence was computer calculated.
Individual line intensities were then computed by taking
the magnitude squared of the appropriate elements in
this density matrix.
IV. ABSOLUTE INTEGRATED INTENSITIES
A. Motivation

In the preceding section, the relative amplitudes of
TSCTES lines were discussed. We tUrn now to the important question of absolute spectral intensity. In Sec.
IV B, the optimization of the pulse angles 61 and 62 of
Fig. 2 is predicted using the well-known Wigner rotation
matrices and is experimentally confirmed. In Sec.
IV C, these results are combined with previous results
on optimum excitation of the total spin coherence2 ,31
and on the number of lines of a given order. 6 ,37 The
results are average line intensities for sequences where
Eq. (21) applies, such as that of Fig. 2(d). These intensities are expressed as a fraction of the total equilibrium magnetization and depend on both the number of
spins N and the order n observed.
B. Optimization of the pulse angles

The dependence of the single and multiple quantum
TSCTES line intensities on the pulses labeled 61 in Fig.
2 are given, respectively, by Eqs. (19) and (21). In

:z

::::i

FIG. 6. Dependence of two-quantum TSCTES line intensities
on the rf nutation angles III and 112 of the pulse sequence in Fig.
2(d). Plotted line intensities are proportional to the sum of
the magnitudes of the eight two-quantum lines. (a) Line intensity as a function of III, with 92 =104 0 • The theoretical curve,
shown as a solid black line, is the function sin2 III (1- cos 111)2.
(b) Line intensity as a function of 62, with III = 120 0 • Here the
theoretical curve is sin3 11 2(1- cos 11 2),

addition, for the sequence of Fig. 2(d), the factor
P-N/2,N/2(- T' -T) in Eq. (21) has an implicit factor
d<;'.'_1 (6 2 ), The relevant Wigner rotation matrix element
may be found in standard texts on angular momentum36
d(N) (e)=_1(N+n)[
(2N)!
]l/2(COS(~)JN""
N,-n
(N-n)!(N+n)!
2

(22)
ExpliCit tabulations of these coefficients have been given
for OSNs7. 39
In order to demonstrate the dependence of coherence
transfer efficiency on the rf nutation angle, two sets of
two-quantum TSCTES experiments were performed
using the pulse sequence of Fig. 2(d). The first set
involved varying the flip angle 61 with the value of 62
held constant (62 =104°). For each value of 611 the sum
of the line intensities in the two-quantum spectrum was
recorded. Figure 6(a) shows a plot of this total nOrmalized spectral intensity as a function of 61 , The
solid line is the theoretical curve, described by the
function sin 2 el (1 - cos 61)2. Figure 6(b) shows results
from a second set of experiments in which flip angle e2
was varied with 61 constant (61 = 120°). The theoretical
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0

I

I

(24)

I

VI

c:

Finally, it is necessary to consider that the number
of lines of order - n among which this magnetization
will be shared also depends on Nand n. This number
also depends on molecular symmetry, since only lines
belonging to the totally symmetric representation enter
here. An upper bound on the number of lines is given
by the case of an unsymmetrical spin system where
this number is 6 ,37
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Dividing Eq. (25) into Eq. (24) gives the mean fractional
magnetization per TSCTES line which can be detected
in t2 . The logarithm (base 10) of this quantity is plotted
in Fig. 7 for 2:5 N:5 16 and n =N - 1 and N - 2.
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V. LIMITATIONS
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A. System size, system isolation, and linewidths

16

N
FIG. 7. The logarithm (base 10) of the mean fractional
magnetization per TSCTES transition [j(n,N)/Z(n,N)], as a
function of the number of spins N for observed orders n =N - 1
(0) and n = N - 2 (e). The calculation assumes optimum excitation periods and pulse angles for a TSCTES pulse sequence
similar to Fig. 2(d). The decline in [j(n,N)/Z(n,N)] with increasing N is due to the greater number of -n-quantum transitions and the decreasing effectiveness of both exciting the total
spin coherence and of transferring it to order -n and back.

curve, described by the function sin3 82 (1- cos ( 2 ), is
also shown.
The expression for di~_~ (8) given in Eq. (22) is easily
maximized to yield optimal values of the nutation angle
8 for different values of Nand - n. For the four spin
acetaldehyde system (N =4), 80PT equals 104 for n =1,
120 0 for n = 2, and 139 0 for n = 3. Each of the TSCTES
spectra displayed in Figs. 4 and 5 were obtained with
81 (and, when relevant, ( 2 ) chosen according to this list.
0

C. Dependence of the intensities on Nand n
The total spectral intensity for the sequence of Fig.
2(d) is found by summing Eq. (21) over all lines using
Eq. (13):
S(n, N)=PNI2,_NI2(T)p_N/2,N/2(-T'- T)[di~_~(81)]2.

(23)
The maximum value of PNI2,-NI2(T) for initial condition
P (0) =1. and any unitary preparation propagator is N/2.31
For a single channel detector, the same maximum holds
for P-NIZ.N IZ( - T' - T) and will be used here for the two
channel TSCTES experiment as well. This is because
when N-quantum selective sequences31 are used, the
excitation is to and from a single magnetization component. Substituting these maximum values into Eq.
(23), setting 81 =80PT , and dividing by the total equilibrium magnetization Tr (1.2) =N2 N/4, we find the optimum
fractional magnetization to be

The results of Sec. IV, summarized by Fig. 7, place
an obvious signal-to-noise limit on TSCTES. This is
similar to that for other multiple quantum experiments.
A wider discussion can be found in Ref. 2. Briefly, in
the region N;Z 9, order selective excitation31 becomes
essential and the extension of even these techniques to
substantially higher N remains to be demonstrated.
A more subtle requirement of the TSCTES experiment is that of system isolation. If the system is only
approximately limited to N spins, then the N-quantum
transition will be broadened or split by ottier interactions and this structure will be convoluted into all
TSCTES lines.

In this regard it should be mentioned that even when
all lines are resolved Lorentzians, the TSCTES linewidth (FWHM) is given by
iJ
V 112 =

[(n)
N

Ii]

N12,-N12 + V1/2

V1l2

,

(26)

where n = nli and vf1& is the usual homogeneous linewidth
for the i _/h transition. This expresses the fact that
the irreversible dephasing of the total spin coherence
is not removed from the dynamics by the echo.

B. Diffusion
As is the case for all echo techniques, TSCTES lines
are susceptible to residual inhomogeneous broadening
due to the effects of translational diffusion. 28,40-43.
Molecular motion from one region of magnetic field to
another during the evolution period imparts a random
time dependence to the inhomogeneous Zeeman interaction and thus leads to an incomplete refocusing. In such
a case, Eq. (26) underestimates the linewidth.
In order to measure the effect of diffusion on linewidth, the magnetic field homogeneity was intentionally
spoiled by misadjustment of the room temperature
shims. Single quantum signal following a single pulse
in the resultant field decayed in approximately 1 ms.
Table I shows measured one- , two- , and three-quantum TSCTES linewidths for partially oriented acetalde-
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TABLE I. Linewidths of multiple quantum TSCTES and
standard multiple quantum spin echo experiments for partially
oriented acetaldehyde in an inhomogeneous magnetic field.
Multiple quantum
order (n)

TSCTES linewidth
(Hz)

Spin-echo
linewidth (Hz)

1
2
3
4

4
5
7

2
3
4
5

hyde in this field. Also shown are the linewidths measured in standard spin echo experiments employing a
single 7T pulse at the midpoint of the evolution period
(tl/2). TSCTES lines are seen to be more sensitive to
the effects of diffusion.
This may be understood as due to the additional time
period in TSCTES experiments (nt 1 /N), over which the
effect of diffusion must be considered. A more quantitative treatment of diffusional effects is difficult because these experiments were not performed in the
presence of a well-defined magnetic field gradient. It
is apparent, however, that diffusion will not seriously
limit the resolution of TSCTES experiments except in
extremely inhomogeneous static fields.

C. Information content: Symmetry and referencing
As already noted, the lines observed with TSCTES
always belong to the totally symmetric representation.
This is because the total spin coherence itself has Al
symmetry and any unitary propagator W only connects
this coherence with other transitions of the same symmetry. For - (N-l)-quantum spectra this is not a
problem because all such transitions are of At symmetry. For lower orders, this can be inconvenient,
since transitions of other representations may be more
sensitive to certain combinations of Hamiltonian parameters which one would like to extract from the
spectra.
Finally, although TSCTES preserves chemical shift
differences within a group of coupled spins, it is incapable of measuring differences between isolated systems. This places a limit on the technique's usefulness
in mixtures and precludes the referencing of TSCTES
spectra to an external standard.

VI. CONCLUSION
The technique of total spin coherence transfer echo
spectroscopy (TSCTES) has been demonstrated for both
single quantum and multiple quantum spectra. Spectra
which are sensitive to both chemical shift differences
and spin-spin interactions between coupled protons are
obtained in the absence of broadening due to the inhomogeneity of the static magnetic field. In general, multiple quantum lines are of random phase and have relative
intensities which are difficult to calculate, due to the
complex dynamics of the excitation periods. Experiments which first excite and then channel signal back
through the unique total spin coherence produce multiple quantum spectra having phased lines and easily

calculated relative intensities. The rf nutation angle
dependence of coherence transfer processes has been
analyzed by means of a tensor operator description and
confirmed by experiment. An analysis of the line intensities shows that TSCTES should find numerous applications in coupled spin systems of moderate size.
The extension of TSCTES to heteronuclear systems
consisting of several coupled protons and a ISC nucleus
is straightforward. Multiple quantum spectroscopy of
these systems has recently been discussed,29 including
methods allowing the collection of homogeneous proton
multiple quantum spectra which are sensitive to 13 C
chemical shifts. Heteronuclear TSCTES experiments
in such systems may begin with excitation of the total
spin coherence of the protons or of the combined proton/
tSC spin system. In a manner analogous to that described here, heteronuclear TSCTES spectra may then
be collected which are sensitive to carbon-proton
couplings as well as proton-proton couplings and chemical shift differences.
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